
DATA SOLUTIONS

Economic indicators provide 
structured, low latency data  
to blackbox applications.
GLOBAL ECONOMIES CHANGE DAILY
Global economic indicators are an essential primary source for developing and 
fine-tuning event-driven strategies for trading, risk management and compliance. 
Given the different release mechanisms generated by governments and 
economists around the world, firms need a simple, consolidated and reliable way 
to acquire accurate data quickly and deliver it directly into algorithmic non-display 
applications (black boxes).

ECONOMIC INDICATORS PROVIDE CLARITY
Bloomberg economic indicators provide timely, comprehensive and accurate 
global coverage for market-moving economic, central bank and industry datasets. 
Like our textual news and analytics, this low-latency feed of machine-readable 
data is designed for black box applications and delivered through Bloomberg’s 
real-time infrastructure.

Economic indicators cover a wide range of regions, industries, governments and 
third-party sources and an even more diverse number of time series spanning 
the complete spectrum of economic data. In addition, they feature composite 
survey figures derived from data provided by participating economists as well as 
information acquired with our proprietary website scraping techniques.

FAST, ACCURATE, STRUCTURED DELIVERY
Economic indicators are delivered through Bloomberg’s proven real-time 
infrastructure, so firms can expect exceptional speed and resiliency. For 
consensus data, we send an aggregate number rather than individual economist 
estimates. If there is a change or a new economist survey, we provide Bloomberg 
survey numbers on the economic indicators in the feed.

PROACTIVE FOLLOW-UP
While most economic indicators are released according to a specific schedule, 
not every organization meets these deadlines consistently. Bloomberg uses 
advanced scheduling to track expected dates of release and proactively follow  
up with sources when data does not arrive in a timely manner.

BROAD AND DEEP 
ECONOMIC COVERAGE
 •  Market-moving, macroeconomic and 

industry-level statistics
 •  Feeds span 230 countries and/or 

geographic regions
 •  Sources include more than 800 

government and third-party providers
 •  Coverage includes more than 

13,000 individual time series for:
 – Consumer prices
 – National accounts
 – Labor markets
 – Housing markets
 – Business conditions
 •  Indicator forecasts from Bloomberg 

Global Data analysts
 •  Separate feeds for world economic 

statistics and global bank rates

EVENT-DRIVEN  
FEEDS
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about how we can help your firm react more quickly to breaking news. 
Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 
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